
"Showtime, folks" Coach Dan said, as the sound of the Bark Bay High School marching band's 
performance of the school fight song, to the tune of "When Johnny Comes Marching Home," 
muffled its way into the locker room. “Cheerleaders are on after the Loggers Go Marching to 
Victory Once More, then it's our turn. Get dressed." 

Rex unfolded his body from the laminated wooden bench on which he had been sitting, and 
stretched his arms high above his head, his hands nearly touching the ceiling. He then turned and 
nudged Double-J, who was dozing with his head reclined awkwardly against the lockers behind 
him. Double-J mumbled profanely, shaking the strings of his long black hair as he rose to follow 
Rex. 

They walked to the center of the locker room where Coach Dan sat with hunched knees over a 
large canvas sack. Standing behind him were Bernie and Annie, who, along with Rex and 
Double-J, were the returning members of last year's Bark Bay fencing team. Coach Dan reached 
into the sack, which contained several white fencing jackets.  

"Your typical jackets are kinda worn," Coach Dan explained, "so for today's demo, I'd like you try 
some that look a little neater." He pulled one jacket out of the sack, inspected it briefly, and then 
with a grunt tossed it to the side. He pulled a second jacket from the sack, and nodded after a 
quick inspection. “Here, try this one hot-shot,” he said, tossing the jacket in Double-J’s direction. 

Double-J rolled his eyes as he caught the jacket. A moment later Coach Dan extended a jacket to 
Rex, who bowed deeply as he took it, saying "I am most grateful for your careful selection, 
monsieur." Rex held the jacket by its shoulders and shook it gently until it completely unfolded. 
The jacket had fully-sleeved arms, a zipper along its back, and a plastic strap at the legless 
bottom that connected the front and the left side of the back. Rex stepped through the loop made 
by the strap, slid his arms into the sleeves, and pulled the jacket up onto his body. He pushed the 
sides of the jacket with his elbows to the open back, but they immediately flapped forward, 
causing Rex to grunt audibly but politely. "This--" 

"Yes, I know it's tight," Coach Dan interrupted. The tone of his voice indicated that today his 
students were free to express their opinions, but shouldn't expect an open dialogue. "But it's the 
cleanest jacket we have that's close to your size. Remember, this demo that we’re putting on 
today, we're doing this to get students interested in fencing, join the team, and most of them 
haven't seen fencing before. I don't like to admit it any more than any of you," he said, nodding 
first to Rex, then Double-J, and finally to Annie and Bernie behind them, "but first impressions 
matter." 

"We get it, Coach," said Double-J, pulling on his jacket as Bernie walked up behind him to fasten 
the zipper. "Myles and his groupies graduated last year, so our team's half the size it was. If we 
don't recruit new members, the athletic department's going to drop what little funding we have -- 
no more free bus rides to tournaments.  

"But you do realize," Double-J continued, "that most of these people out there haven't bathed this 
week, so our fabricated demonstration of cleanliness might actually backfire?" 

The other three students laughed, and Coach Dan responded with a smile and nod. A fluorescent 
light flickered and buzzed overhead, as the second chorus of the school fight song muffled 
through the walls, tra-la tra-la. Double-J's jacket, clean and white like Rex's, was visibly a size too 
large. "Guess that's appropriate," he said. "Tallest guy on the team has a jacket that's too small, 
shortest guy's jacket's too big." 

As he finished fastening Double-J's jacket, Bernie turned to the Coach. "If we want to make a 
good first impression," he asked, "how about Rex and Double-J making their bout more 
dramatic?" 

The Coach squinted his face in confusion. "Explain." 

"You know how you're always making fun of stage fencing, the stuff in the swashbuckler 
movies?" Rex turned to Bernie with a smile. "Oh, you mean fake fencing?" he said, and jumped in 
front of Bernie, her right arm extended forward for an attack. "En garde!" Rex yelled, and Bernie 



crouched down in attack position with a broad smile. Rex extended his arm forward, high and to 
the right of Bernie, who countered with an exaggerated block followed by a sweeping wide attack. 
The two of them giggled as they continued their mock battle. 

"Scott," said Double-J, addressing Bernie by his last name, "you're pretty much proving why you 
weren't allowed in any competition bouts last year." 

Bernie stopped, and addressed Coach Dan. "You're always telling us that stage fencing makes 
for a good show, but forget about it on the strip. Well, since what we're doing here is putting on a 
show -- why not?" 

"I wouldn't mind paying tribute to Errol Flynn for once," said Rex. 

Double-J snorted, shaking his head, as Annie said, "I don't like it. We need people who are 
interested in the sport, not in some flashy side-show. We don't need any more Craig Evans' on 
this team." 

The Coach nodded. "I agree with Annie, and her boyfriend -- " he said. 

"We're not dating," said Annie. Double-J laughed again. 

"OK then. Anyway, I can't ask any of you to fence in a manner I teach against. If we're going to 
attract fencers, we're going to do it with real fencing." 

Coach Dan resumed his bent inspection of the jackets. Most had visible tears or stains, and many 
of those without visible defects had the worn gray look of second-hand equipment. Finally finding 
one to his liking, he stood, and calling to Annie, tossed it to her. 

"Are we going to have time for more than one bout?" she asked. 

"No,” Coach Dan replied. “The AD gave us ten minutes for this demo, and I need a few of those 
to talk about the team, so the only bout we'll have time for is between these two clowns," he said, 
thumbing to both Rex and Double-J. "You and Bernie will be judges, but I want everyone in 
uniform, even myself. We need to look like a team out there." 

“Who’s going to be the other two judges?” Bernie asked. 

Coach Dan raised his eyebrows, and then spread his hands, palms up, across his body. “Does it 
look like we have enough of a team to have four judges? This is all we got, so we’ll have to make 
do with you and Annie as judges, me the referee, and Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum fencing,” 
he said, pointing to Double-J and Rex. “Plan is, we put on a good show, generate some interest 
that leads to a few new members, then we can have a full officiating crew. For now, put this on,” 
Coach Dan said, tossing a jacket to Bernie. 

The final notes to "When Johnny Comes Marching Home" flourished through the walls. The 
fluorescent light flickered, buzzed. Coach Dan stepped into his tunic, which unlike the others had 
a covered zipper in the front, along his left side. The jacket was an even tighter fit than Rex's, and 
Coach Dan grunted uncomfortably as he lifted the zipper up to his neck. "Gotta lay off the bagels 
and lox, Coach," Double-J said. 

"Would that I could find any in this town," said Coach Dan. "OK, Rex and Double-J, masks." 
Coach Dan reached down into another canvas sack, this one containing the oval fencing masks. 
He chose the two that had the fewest dents, and offered them to the two teens. "They're probably 
too big -- " 

"We get it, Coach," Double-J said impatiently. "Wouldn't want anyone to think our equipment 
actually gets used." 

Coach Dan gestured for Bernie to retrieve a faded blue duffel bag from the back of the room. This 
contained the team’s weapons – not swords, weapons, as Coach Dan always said. About a 
dozen foils, blades thin and flexible, the circular hilts covered with visible dents and flaking 
chrome; three epees, with stiffer, triangular blades and larger hilts;  and two sabers, with their flat 
blades and open hilt. 



As he kneeled down and looked over the foils with Rex, Double-J spoke up in Coach Dan’s 
direction. “I know what the answer is,” he said, “but I’ll ask anyway – why have the two of us 
fence foil, when we don’t even compete in those events anymore?” 

Annie answered before Coach Dan could reply. “Because you’re our two best fencers. And 
besides, without any other team members currently competing in epee, Rex doesn't have anyone 
to compete against – you’d have the same problem if I let you fence saber.” Coach Dan nodded 
his agreement. 

Double-J rose, and with a mock pleading look on his face held a foil across both hands and 
presented it to Coach Dan. "Yes, I'm sure that will be fine," said Coach Dan, reminding both 
Double-J and Rex to choose gloves. 

The sound of applause rose from the gymnasium. Coach Dan looked at his team members -- all 
dressed in their jackets, everyone carrying a mask, Rex and Double-J with gloves and foils. "You 
guys look good," he said. "Let's put on an equally good show." 

With the preparations complete for today's demonstration, Coach Dan felt nervous for the first 
time that day as he lead his team out of the locker room. Double-J, not surprisingly, had been 
equally insightful and tactless -- this was an important event for the team. Chris Johnson, the AD 
and assistant principal, had assured Dan that his funding was secure for this school year, but had 
been blunt in his assessment of the future. Myles was a superstar, and now that he's gone the 
fencing team looks like a debate club, he had said, not needing to add that Bark Bay didn't have a 
debate club. It's a fringe sport, and those are always the first to go when budget cuts need to be 
made. If you had a couple dozen team members, that would make it harder to cut ties. But four? 

Coach Dan shook his head at the memory, as he led the team to the gymnasium. A couple 
dozen? In a school with graduating classes of just over a hundred? At the team's zenith last year, 
when triple-sport athlete Myles Glorious' campaign for the state foil championship made 
headlines in the Bark Bay Beacon, he had at most fourteen fencers, many of whom did not last 
beyond two practices.  

When Coach Dan started the team three years ago, his only goal each year was to have the team 
survive for another year. Last year had exceeded his wildest dreams, and gave him the hope that 
fencing would become not a sport, but an institution at Bark Bay High School. But with Myles and 
four other seniors graduating, a void had been created and would need to be filled in order for the 
team to survive. So yes, Double-J was right -- this demonstration was crucial. 

The locker room was at the corner of the gymnasium, across from the stage at the other end. The 
football team sat on the stage, their jerseys hanging like drapes on their padless bodies. The 
band sat in front of the stage at court level, and in front of them was Principal Stephens, smiling 
as he stood behind a microphone. Each bank of bleachers that rimmed the basketball court at the 
center of the gymnasium had been extended out fully for the rally. As the fencing team reached 
the edge of the court, the varsity cheerleaders were explaining the intricacies of the "We've Got 
Spirit!" cheer to the student body (you don't spell out S-P-I-R-I-T until the second time we ask if 
you've got spirit, OK?). 

"Tonight is homecoming, isn't it?" said Coach Dan as his team gathered at the end of the court. "I 
believe tonight's game is against Occidental Academy." 

Double-J snorted. "Guess that means we all have to commit suicide if we lose," he said. 

The Coach motioned his team together as the student body spelled out spirit, again too soon but 
with enough apparent s-p-i-r-i-t to satisfy the cheerleading squad, which bounced to the sides of 
the court, applauding with an intensity that seemed a defiant response to the perfunctory 
applause of the student body. 

Coach Dan looked over his line of fencers. Double-J scanned the crowd with bemusement, while 
Rex stood stiffly, with an air or nervousness that the coach had never before seen in him. Coach 
Dan thought he could not have chosen two more distinctive personalities for the exhibition bout -- 
short, compact Double-J, aggressive and fearless, matched against long, lean Rex, whose style 



was more deliberate but just as effective. To their right stood Annie and Bernie, who were 
whispering a conversation in each other's ear. The band's trumpet section blared the last few 
bars of the fight song, causing Bernie to lean closer to Annie, who put her left arm around 
Bernie's shoulder. Coach Dan turned quickly to Rex, whose eyes were focused straight ahead, 
and Double-J, who seemed interested in the close conversation that Annie and Bernie were 
having. Double-J leaned over to Coach Dan and said, "Wonder what Myles would say." 

"Double-J, you're terrible at being disingenuous," said Coach Dan. "Your point, please?" 

"Myles had a lot to say about Annie and I last year." 

"As team captain, he felt it was his duty to look out for the welfare of all team members." 

"And he did a good job," said Double-J. "I'm just saying, you need a new captain who'll do an 
equally good job managing the team's -- affairs." 

Coach Dan nodded, but did not speak a reply.  

Principal Stephens walked up to the microphone, and Coach Dan whispered loudly down the line 
of his team. "Let's do this right. Masks under your arm, face out, right side up. Foils down, to the 
side. Single file, heads high. Soon as we're announced." 

Principal Stephens' voice echoed in the gymnasium as he spoke into the microphone. "Let's show 
that spirit tonight against OA, OK?" he asked, pumping a fist in the air. The applause was slightly 
more inspired by the prospect of eminent dismissal. 

"Yes. Well, before we conclude today's assembly, there's one more thing we have for you." A 
groan rose from all corners of the bleachers. 

"As you know, our fencing team had a tremendous season last year, with two top-five finishes in 
the state tournament, including Myles Glorious, who finished second. Of course, Myles graduated 
last year as did a number of other fencing team members, which means there's a great 
opportunity now for anyone who's interested in participating in this wonderful, action-packed 
sport. Our fencing coach this year will again by Mr. Jacobs," the principal said, pointing to Coach 
Dan, "who you may know better as our college prep English instructor. He's put in a lot of extra 
hours to make the fencing team a success, and we'd now like to give him the opportunity to show 
us this year's team. So, without any further ado -- our fencing team!" 

Coach Dan bowed to Principal Stephens, and stepped forward to polite applause and residual 
groaning. He motioned for his time to follow -- Rex, Double-J, Bernie, and Annie. They walked 
swiftly past the students, who were seated by their graduating class in the bleachers -- seniors to 
the immediate right of the stage, juniors to their left, faced on the other end by the sophomores to 
the immediate left of the stage, freshmen to their right. At the far end from the stage were seated 
the junior high schoolers, admitted to this assembly due to the perceived importance of that 
evening's football game. 

In the freshmen section, two young girls had been sleeping since the start of the assembly. The 
first had her head resting on her arms, which were folded across knees propped up from the row 
in front of her; the second girl's head was resting on the first girl's left shoulder. 

A boy in the sophomore section nudged his friend. "Hey, that's Bernie," he said, pointing to the 
next to last fencer in the line. "Think we'll see him fight today?" The friend shrugged. 

A few nervous giggles could be heard as the team approached half-court. From the junior section, 
a voice cried "hey, where'd you guys get the diapers?", followed by a wave of embarrassed 
laughter. The team members smiled resignedly at the familiar taunt, and Double-J looked up for 
the source of the voice. He saw his friend Karl standing, greasy black hair a triangle frame to his 
bearded face. Karl waved, and Double-J raised his hand to scratch his face, lowering his index 
finger to his palm, followed by his ring finger and pinky, until only his middle was extended 
upward. 

The Coach circled behind the microphone stand, and leaning over, spoke. "Thank you, Principal 
Stephens. You know, my original plan was to come up here and talk about the history of fencing, 



explain the rules of the sport, the different weapons we use . . . something about Myles, too . . . 
but then I thought, maybe what people here today would really like to see" -- his eyes grew big, 
scanning the audience, then his voice exploded into the microphone -- "is a duel!" 

Laughter filtered from the assembly, along with some light polite applause. Stepping away from 
the microphone, Coach Dan motioned for Rex and Double-J to stand along one of the basketball 
court lines, facing each other about six feet apart, with the microphone lined up between them. 
Coach Dan returned to the microphone and said "I've got my two best fencers here today. To my 
left, representing the seniors" -- he paused, waited for a cheer from the senior section, and when 
he saw none was coming continued -- "is Rex Ankiel, who placed fifth at the state tournament last 
year." Rex waved to the crowd, and bowed deeply toward the senior section. 

"And to my right," the Coach bellowed, "we have John Johnson, or, as he's more commonly 
called -- Double J! Let's hear it for Double-J, juniors!" Double-J rolled his eyes, and waved at the 
smattering of applause that came from the junior section. 

"Also with us today are two other members of our team -- Annie Huthchinson, and Bernie Scott. 
They'll be serving as our judges." They both waved, and at the Coach's direction Bernie stood 
behind and to the side of Rex, with Annie behind Double-J. 

"So, let's get started. Fencers, salute!" 

Double-J raised the hilt of his foil up to his chin, and quickly extended his arm forward. Rex 
extended his foil high over his head, and brought it swooshing down diagonally across and in 
front of his body, following through with a deep bow in Double-J's direction. Double-J tilted his 
head back derisively, which generated a low laugh from the junior section, and donned his mask 
over his head. Rex quickly put on his mask as well. 

Rex and Double-J extended their foils towards each other, and Coach Dan waved for them to 
approach. As the red plastic tip guards of their foils neared contact, the Coach extended his right 
hand forward between them. "Fencers, are you ready?" Rex nodded enthusiastically, and 
Double-J offered a resigned shrug that generated a few chuckles. The Coach gave a quick nod to 
Bernie behind Rex, Annie behind Double-J, then, dropping his hand, announced "Fence!" 

Rex shuffled two quick steps toward Double-J, who stood and twirled his foil with his wrist in a 
slow circle. Rex lunged forward, his tip aimed at his opponent's chest, but Double-J blocked the 
attack with a swift swipe. The sound of their foils clanged loudly in the gymnasium, drawing 
sounds of surprise from the crowd.  

In the freshman section, the girl who had been sleeping with her head against the shoulder of her 
companion woke with a start. 

Double-J had taken a few steps backwards after blocking Rex's lunge, and Rex approached him 
again, stepping forward slowly this time -- right foot pointed at his opponent and lifting, extending, 
landing, then his back foot, pointed ninety degrees to the left, pushing forward to about half a foot 
behind the front, heels in line with each other. But as Rex lifted his front leg again, Double-J 
shuffled forward quickly and lunged, foil extended. Rex moved his wrist to the left, his elbow not 
moving from its position, and his foil collided loudly with Double-J's. Rex quickly extended his foil 
forward at Double-J. Behind Rex, Bernie raised his hand high and straight. Double-J drew his arm 
back slightly, and jabbed his foil forward; Annie raised her hand. What sounded almost like a 
shout of excitement came from the student body. 

"Halt!" cried the Coach. "As the referee, it's my job to decide who initiated the attack. In foil 
fencing, the person who attacks first has right of way, and his or her opponent needs to block the 
first attack before counter-attacking. In this case, even though the fencer on my right moved 
forward, he didn't attack first. The initial attack came from my left" -- the Coach motioned to 
Double-J -- "and the fencer on my right" -- pointing now to Rex -- "attempted to block. In fencing, 
we call a block a parry. After the parry, the fencer on my right then counter-attacked, or what we 
call a riposte. After the parry and riposte, the fencer on my left then did a second attack. It's 
important to know this order of attack, because the first hit stops the action. Now, it's time to 



check with my judges to see if there were any hits. Judge to my right -- the first attack from the 
right" he said, pointing to Annie standing behind Rex " -- was there a hit?" 

"No, not the first attack" said Annie, loudly. 

"I agree, the first attack was blocked, we'll get to the second attack later. Judge to my left -- the 
parry and riposte from the left -- was there a hit?" 

"Yes," said Bernie. 

"And I confirm," said the Coach. "We have a touch from the left, which stops the action, doesn't 
matter whether the second attack from the right hit or not. The score is one" -- pointing to Rex -- 
"to zero." 

Light applause rose from the audience, with the loudest applause coming from the senior section. 

The Coach waived Rex and Double-J back to their starting positions, and immediately upon the 
signal to resume Double-J advanced briskly, feinting an attack to Rex's left. Rex gave ground, but 
after his second step back he spun his foil under and around Double-J's, and lunged forward. 
Double-J parried the thrust, and responded with an immediate riposte. With each sound metallic 
clashing the sounds coming from the crowd became more pronounced. 

Bernie had raised his arm, followed by Annie, and Coach Dan halted the action. "We have an 
attack from my left -- a disengage thrust, to be exact -- and a parry-riposte from my right. First, 
the attack from the left?" he asked, pointing to Bernie. 

"Off target," said Bernie. 

"I agree," said Coach Dan. "The fencer on my left hit his opponent on his upper left arm. In foil 
fencing, a touch must be scored by hitting the opponent's body, not the arms, legs, or head. An 
off-target hit stops the action, so the parry-riposte is ignored. Fencers, back to on-garde position 
please!" 

Rex pointed playfully at Double-J. "I'd have had you in epee." 

Double-J snorted. "If this was sabre, I'd kick your ass." 

After both fencers returned to their starting positions, Coach Dan motioned for them to resume 
the bout. Double-J shuffled towards Rex, noticeably slower this time, and as he approach he 
twirled his foil with his wrist, the red plastic tip of his blade moving in a slow, hypnotic circle. He 
increased the velocity of his circling as his foil crossed his opponent's. 

Rex allowed Double-J to encircle his foil a moment, then flicked his wrist, his foil clanging loudly 
against Double-J's, causing another burst of surprised excitement from the crowd. Double-J 
returned his foil back to a defensive posture, paused a moment, then not seeing an attack from 
Rex, resumed encircling his opponent's blade. 

Rex flicked Double-J's foil aside again, and Double-J resumed his circling. Rex flicked the foil 
again, then a fourth time, fifth, each coming in quicker succession, with more force, the sound of 
each steel clash ringing louder. 

In the freshmen section, the sleeping girl who had woken stood. Her motion caught Bernie's 
attention a moment. 

Double-J suddenly extended his foil and lunged forward, Rex parrying the attack to his left as he 
shuffled a step back. Double-J stepped forward and lunged again; Rex parried to his right and 
attempted to stand his ground for a riposte, but the force of the attack was strong enough to make 
him lose his balance. Double-J lunged again; Annie raised her arm. 

A cheer rose from the juniors. Double-J turned to the junior section, and laughed. 

The Coach called halt, but before he could ask Annie for her judgment Rex raised his hand, 
stepped to the microphone and said, "A touch, a touch, I do confess." 



A sharp, appreciative laugh rose above the excited murmur. Coach Dan leaned in to the 
microphone and said, "Mrs. Guthrie appears to be pleased that someone was paying attention 
during her Hamlet lessons last year." An awkward giggle rose from the crowd. 

Rex and Double-J went back to their starting positions, as the Coach announced, "We have one 
hit on the right, one on the left. Fencers -- en garde!" Rex and Double-J kneeled into their 
crouches, foils extended at the other.  "Ready?" They nodded. "Fence!" 

Rex ran forward immediately, a cry of surprise erupting from the audience. Instead of flinching, 
Double-J stepped to his left as Rex ran past him and jabbed with his foil, Double-J responding 
with an attack of his own. 

"Halt!" cried the Coach. "Running attack from my left, which is not parried, then an attack from the 
left." The Coach pointed to Bernie -- "No" -- then Annie -- "Abstain." 

Double-J turned quickly at Annie. A murmur of confusion rose from the crowd. 

"The judge on my left is not sure -- that's fine, better to abstain than render a bad ruling," said the 
Coach. "That leaves it to me, not only to decide whether the attack from my left succeeded, but 
also whether the fencers were both in bounds when the hit occurred. And from my vantage point," 
he said, looking directly at the juniors " -- the attack from the left hit on the upper right shoulder, 
just before both fencers went out-of-bounds!" 

The juniors cheered their approval. Double-J shook his head with laughter, then turned to the 
juniors and raised both arms in the air, which made the cheering louder. 

Coach Dan waved both fencers back into the starting position. As he called the fencers to en 
garde, the quiet murmuring from the juniors became more focused on the bout. The Coach 
signaled for the fencers to resume, and Double-J responded with a few quick steps forward. 
Noticeably more cautious now, Rex stepped back, waiting for Double-J's attack. He stood 
unmoving as Double-J feinted first to Rex's left; dropping his foil quickly and to Rex's right, 
Double-J lunged, only to be blocked by Rex's parry. Rex lurched forward in apparent 
consideration of a riposte, but held himself back. Double-J attacked to Rex's right again, and this 
time Rex followed his parry with a riposte attack, which backed Double-J a few steps. 

The Coach turned quickly to Annie, who shook her head, then Bernie, who gave no response. 

The formerly sleeping freshmen girl walked down three rows of bleachers. 

Double-J stepped forward again, and Rex stepped backward. As Double-J began to step forward 
again, Rex lunged, his foil bending parabolically as the tip struck Double-J on the right shoulder. 
Double-J thrust his arms across his body in anger, and a cheer came from the seniors as Bernie 
and Coach Dan confirmed the hit. 

"We are at two touches apiece," announced Coach Dan, "and, I believe," he said, turning to the 
principal, who nodded while pointing to his watch, "that we're out of time. We have a draw then, 
and let's hear it for our two competitors, Rex and Double-J!" The Coach backed away from the 
microphone, clapping loudly, accompanied by Bernie and Annie and then, slowly but 
appreciatively, the student body. 

The Coach nodded at Rex, and was about to call both fencers to salute each other when he saw 
Double-J approach the microphone. Before Coach Dan could respond, Double-J had grabbed the 
microphone stand and tilted it towards him. 

"Hold on!" Double-J shouted, spit spraying the microphone. "Juniors" he yelled, pointing to the 
junior section " -- you're not ready to see this end yet, are you?" A defiant "NO" came in 
response. "This bout isn't over yet! We're at 2 touches apiece, and I'm not leaving until one of us 
gets a third!" 

A cheer of laughing approval rose from the crowd, energized by the novelty and excitement of the 
bout. Double-J stepped back and to the side, and raising both hands in the air, foil extended at 
the ceiling, walked towards the center of the court, yelling at the crowd as the cheers grew louder. 
Double-J walked to the junior section, waving his arms up, the gleeful juniors responding by 



getting to their feet. A rhythmic chant of duh-bul-jay, dub-bul-jay began to rise from the top 
section of the stands. 

Rex turned to Bernie, both looking to the other for a suggestion on what to do next, and neither 
finding any help. Coach Dan looked at Annie and spoke, and when she held a hand behind her 
ear and pointed to the crowd with her other hand, he walked up to her, leaned down and said 
directly in her ear, "Remind me to kill him next practice." 

Coach Dan turned back to the microphone, only to see Rex already leaning over it and, staring 
straight at the senior section, raising his foil into the air and shouting, "Double-J, I accept your 
challenge!" A roar of approval came from all sections of the student body. 

The Coach looked over at the principal, who smiled wryly in return. The Coach shrugged, and the 
principal looked at his watch, then looked up and nodded as he extended two fingers. 

The Coach walked up to the microphone and motioned Rex aside. The chant of du-bul-jay from 
the juniors had grown louder, more coordinated after the roar from Rex's pronouncement. "Ladies 
and gentlemen," the Coach cried, "we have time for one last touch!" The crowd shouted its 
approval, even the juniors stopping their chant to participate. 

Double-J turned to Rex, and pointed with his left arm. Rex responded with a flamboyant bow, 
right leg extended back as he leaned forward, then suddenly stood upright and whooshed his foil 
in front of him. 

The Coach motioned Rex and Double-J to resume their starting positions, Bernie and Annie their 
judging positions. He also motioned with his hands for the crowd to be quiet, knowing that given 
the excitement in the air this would not be entirely possible, but the crowd at least was able to 
lower the volume enough for everyone to focus on the bout. 

The sleeping freshmen girl had walked down to court level. 

The crowd noise having reached what he perceived to be the lowest he could expect it to get, the 
Coach sliced down between the fencers with his right arm, and yelled, "Fence!" 

The two fencers stepped toward each other slowly, Rex holding the tip of his foil knee-level to his 
opponent, Double-J holding his foil at waist-level and parallel to the ground. Still several feet 
away, Double-J extended his arm straight, wrist now at eye level with foil tip pointing down at 
Rex's chest; Rex flinched slightly, then relaxed and continued to advance when he saw no 
immediate attack was coming. Soon each was within striking distance of the other, the tip of 
Double-J's foil pointed hungrily at Rex's chest, with Rex's foil still pointing down in mocking 
invitation. 

Double-J stepped forward quickly, and Rex brought his foil up quickly to parry. Double-J 
disengaged, his foil ducking supplely under Rex's attempted parry, and lunged towards Rex's 
right shoulder. Rex met the disengage with one of his own, continuing the motion of his initial 
parry attempt then bringing his foil under Double-J's, then blocking the attack -- a circular parry. 

Rex's riposte was strong, but the extra time required for his circular parry allowed Double-J 
enough time to react and parry. Double-J brought his back foot forward, and lunged again; Rex's 
parry was late, but the tip of Double-J's foil passed over the top of his opponent's shoulder. 

Rex jumped back quickly several steps, but immediately lunged when Double-J stepped forward. 
Parry-riposte, counter-parry and second attack -- neither fencer scored a touch. 

Double-J and Rex stepped back, as if pushed by the force of their colliding weapons. Coach Dan 
looked at Bernie, then Annie, neither of whom raised a hand. 

Double-J advanced two quick steps forward, causing Rex to shuffle backwards. Double-J 
stopped, but as Rex began to step forward, Double-J lunged strongly, his foil extended in line with 
his right arm and his left arm continuing the line and parallel to his back leg. Rex's parry was late, 
his timing thrown off from his advancing. 



Annie's arm shot upward, and as Coach Dan called halt, a cheer rose from the juniors. Rex let his 
shoulders and head droop forward. 

"Attack from my left!" cried the Coach into the microphone. He pointed to Annie, and before she 
could say yes, the Coach announced, "touch on my left! Score, 3 touches for Double-J, 2 for Rex, 
which means we have a winner in our short exhibition bout!" 

Double-J turned to the juniors and raised both arms, his foil pointed triumphantly high. The juniors 
returned a cheer of appreciation. 

"Fencers, salute!" called Coach Dan over the cheers. Double-J turned and saw Rex already 
standing back at the starting position, his mask off and tucked under his left arm, foil in his right 
hand pointed down and towards him. Double-J quickly returned to his starting position, not 
completely able to hide his embarrassment. He took off his mask, and holding it by the back strap 
in his left hand pointed his foil down and towards Rex. 

As the two fencers made eye contact, Double-J noted the wry grin on Rex's face, and gave a 
playful raise of his eyebrows in response. The two fencers then raised their foils to their chins, 
and extended their hilts to the other in salute. 

The activity of contest now well over, the applause from the student body returned to its polite, 
disinterested level of before. The two fencers turned to Coach Dan, Double-J saluting with the hilt 
of his foil briefly while Rex followed his salute with a deep bow. 

The Coach bowed slightly toward Rex, turned and nodded at Double-J, then motioned both 
fencers toward each other. Rex and Double-J stepped forward, and shook with their left hands. 

"Looks like we have a new captain this year," said Double-J, loud enough for both Rex and the 
Coach to hear but not loud enough to be heard over the microphone. 

Rex looked at Double-J with puzzlement, then turned to Coach Dan. Double-J turned grinning at 
the coach, only to see him shrug his shoulders in reply. Double-J's smile disappeared. 

The principal walked to the microphone. "Thank you, Coach Jacobs, and let's have another hand 
for the Bark Bay High School fencing team!" The returning applause was obligatory and echoed 
of boredom. Coach Dan turned to Principal Stephens and mouthed the word practice. "Right, 
thank you Coach, the next fencing practice will be next . . . Tuesday, I believe?" he said, looking 
at Coach Dan, who nodded. "Yes, Tuesday, 3 pm in the cafeteria." The sound of students raising 
from their seats and preparing to leave rose from the bleachers, and Principal Stephens raised 
his voice over the microphone. "If you liked what you saw today, please, be there next Tuesday. 
No experience is necessary, and Coach Jacobs is an excellent teacher." 

After a final reminder of that evening's football game, he dismissed the students, who left the 
gymnasium in a jostling rush. 

Coach Dan waived his four fencers together. "Nice job out there," he said, then turned to Rex. 
"Did you have fun out there?" 

"Indeed," replied Rex. "It was nice to see the crowd appreciate a fencing bout." 

Double-J laughed. "You really think they cared that it was fencing? We could have been wrestling 
in mud and gotten the same reaction. Coach, you did a good job today of manipulating that 
absurd senior-junior rivalry that's supposed to mean something, and the crowd played along 
because they were bored, and not that bright. It kills me how easy it is to jerk these people 
around." 

"Excuse me?" came a voice from outside the fencers' circle. The team turned to the speaker, a 
student who seemed impossibly short for anyone of high school age. He waved at the team with 
a nervous smile. Next to and a little behind him was the freshman girl whose sleeping had been 
interrupted by the match. 



"Butch!" cried Bernie, walking forward from the team and extending his hand. "I was wondering if 
you'd ever take me up on my invitation." Bernie was smiling broadly, happy for the first time that 
day that his best friend from his earliest school days was joining the team. 

The boy, wearing blue jeans with a white t-shirt under an unzipped hooded sweatshirt with long 
ties dangling from the neck, spoke again. "I was wondering," he said, passing his right hand flat 
over the top  of his head "if  there was a height requirement for being on the team?" 

"Actually," said Coach Dan, also stepping forward, "those of your stature have a distinct 
advantage in a fencing bout -- if you know what you're doing," he said with a wink. 

Double-J shouldered his way to the front of the group. "Finally," he said with mocking excitement, 
looking at Butch, "someone shorter than me!" A collective laugh erupted from the team. 
"Interested in sabre, my friend?" Double-J continued, his sword arm extended. "Fencers of our 
stature have a distinct advantage in sabre." 

Butch raised his eyebrows and opened his mouth slowly, but Coach Dan raised a hand in 
Double-J's direction before Butch could reply. "Let's stick with foil at the start," he said, then 
turned to Butch. "You need to learn the basics first -- footwork, point control, right of way rules, 
that sort of thing. Just show up at our next practice -- Tuesday at 3?" Butch nodded. The Coach 
grinned broadly, and stepped toward Butch, extending a hand. "You just call me Coach Dan. 
Show respect for the sport, and your teammates, and you'll always have my support. Welcome to 
the team." 

Coach Dan then turned to the slender girl standing next to Butch, straight hair dangling like black 
curtains down to her shoulders. Her eyes blinked as she met his gaze. "Who's your friend, 
Butch?" he asked. 

The girl shook her head. 

"I actually don't know her," said Butch, turning to face her. She backed two steps away. 

Annie stepped forward. "I think I know you." The girl nodded. "Aren't you -- Kassie?" Another nod. 

"Kassie," said Coach Dan. "Hello. Did you like the fencing bout?" Nod. 

"Interested in joining the team?" Nod. "Excellent. Pardon my directness, but you can speak, 
right?" 

Nod. 

"Well, pardon my rudeness," said Double-J " -- but prove it." 

Annie raised a hand. "It's OK. I've known Kassandra a while, and she's always been quiet. It's 
how she is. I actually like her that way -- she's a welcome break from some people I know," she 
said, looking at Double-J. 

Kassandra then spoke in a voice barely above a whisper. "I -- don't like to talk." 

"Well, the good news is that talking during a bout is against the rules, so your preference is 
actually an advantage in fencing," said Coach Dan quickly. A hint of a smile waved across 
Kassandra's face. 

Bernie stepped forward. "Didn't I see you stand up during the bout?" Nod. "Can I ask why?" 

Kassandra hesitated, and looked down. She appeared to be gathering strength to speak. "I don't 
understand . . . why I stood. I just needed to stand. Do I need to give you a reason?" 

"Of course not," said Coach Dan. "All I care to know is whether you can be at practice next 
Tuesday at 4." Nod. "Excellent." 

Coach Dan scanned his team quickly. "Well, here we have it - the Bark Bay High School fencing 
team. We're -- small" he said, continuing when he received the appreciative laugh, "but our sport 
has a long, proud tradition. Some come to this sport and become champions, but everyone learns 



valuable lessons about themself. I won't guarantee anything to any of you, but I do offer you this -
- as your coach, I will match the commitment you make to this sport, and to yourself. 

"Agreed?" The team nodded somewhat in unison. "Excellent. See you all Tuesday." 

------------- 

Coach Dan lived in a one-bedroom apartment outside of town. His was one of few single-resident 
units in the Oak Woods apartment building, and his living there for seven years was probably a 
record, his landlord had told him last month. Unlike the young couples and upwardly mobile 
singles who were the primary demographic for Oak Woods, Coach Dan was not saving money to 
buy a home. He had found his comfort zone when he moved into Oak Woods, and he had no 
intention of disrupting his routine. 

A letter was waiting for Coach Dan when he returned to Oak Woods that evening. Without even 
looking at the return address, he knew who had sent it -- his college fencing coach's handwriting 
was distinctive. 

Coach Dan placed the envelope along with the rest of his mail (a catalog, the electric bill) and his 
briefcase on the couch as he walked into his apartment. The couch faced the television and 
windows in the living room, which was immediately to the right of the apartment's front door. Past 
the living room was a small kitchen, to its left the bathroom and bedroom. To the right of the 
kitchen, adjacent to the living room, was a dining area which served primarily as Dan's work area. 
Somewhere under the piles of books and papers was a table, the only piece of furniture that he 
had brought with him from Chicago. 

Dan's routine was to leave his mail unopened on the couch as he changed into his leisure clothes 
and prepared dinner, which he would eat while opening his mail. He reflexively continued to his 
bedroom, removed his tie, loosened the top button of his shirt -- and paused, his arms hovering 
above the button beneath the top. 

Coach Dan sighed, lowered his arms from his chest, and walked back to the living room. He 
picked up the letter from the couch, opened it quickly, and read. 

The letter began with a question, his coach having as little use for opening greetings as he did for 
modern technological forms of communication. "Who is making the replacement for Myles at the 
position of captain?" it began. A series of additional questions followed, offered with no readily 
apparent organizing principle and showing the coach's distinctive command of his second 
language. Dan smiled, nodding in recognition. It was, as he expected, essentially the same letter 
his coach had sent each month for the past four years. 

His coach had come from Hungary, emigrating (or escaping, as he often said) with his parents as 
a child. His father had formed a fencing school in Chicago, and after a modest career as a 
competitive fencer the coach joined his father's school as a coach for several years. One of his 
students earned a scholarship at Midwestern University, and that connection lead to his being 
offered and accepting the head coaching position of the MU fencing team. The coach barely 
noticed Dan at MU, especially after the knee injury that effectively ended Dan's competitive 
career, but when Dan became the first of his students to form his own team the coach had made 
Dan's career, and his team, one of his top interests. 

The coach had no interest in Dan's cautious expectations for the team, did not care about the 
school's size, did not care that his was the only public high school in their state's region to have 
its own fencing team ("You lucky have support of school," his coach wrote, and on that point Dan 
wholeheartedly agreed) The impatience was still there, the insistence on perfection. He was the 
sole person to be displeased with Miles' second-place finish last year, he wanted to know why 
both had settled for second best. It was important for Dan to succeed, to expect success, and his 
coach demanded Dan devote his energies more to his coaching than his teaching. "Teach the 
English, is your job," he wrote in every letter, "Coach fence, make winners." The letter contained 
all the exhortations from previous letters -- he must continue the work he had begun four years 
ago, he shared a responsibility with all fencers to spread the tradition of their sport. 



He thought of calling his coach after he finished the familiar letter, wanting to reply immediately 
this time. He wanted to tell his old coach that he was happy with Rex and Double-J's fencing 
skills, that either or both could match Myles' accomplishments, but worried that neither had his 
leadership skills. He also wanted to express his hopes for Annie, that she would develop the skills 
he knew she possessed. He would also say he had trouble reading Bernie, was anxious to see 
how he would develop as he began competing in tournaments. And then there were today's 
newcomers -- today's demo had been a success. He wanted to say that today had inspired him, 
that he had even more hope for the team than he had when Myles was there. 

He walked over to his phone, reached to pick it up, and then held his hand back. 

Dan knew he could not reply to his coach's exhortations, could not attempt to justify what he was 
doing with the team any longer. Because he knew it was no longer his team. They were their own 
team now. Their performance that afternoon had shown they could function on their own, that he 
was no more than a caretaker now, a school official who was needed solely to give the team 
legitimacy. He had become irrelevant -- which he realized now was what he had wanted all along. 

Coach Dan placed the letter back on the couch and returned to his bedroom to continue his 
evening routine. 


